SIXTH FORM PRIZES

School Seal Prize to the girl who has made an outstanding contribution to the School during her sixth form year.

Winner: Chiziebor C. Biosah

Honorable Mentions:
- Cecilia Kei Atkins
- Stephanie Julie Chan
- Keaiah Esther Clarke

School Seal Prize to the boy who has made an outstanding contribution to the School during his sixth form year.

Winners: Hakeme Olukunle Isu Angulu

Honorable Mentions:
- Eduard Berg Muñez-Sund
- Evan Winslow Robinson
- Singhei Anthony Yeung

David T. Layman, Jr., Prize for earnest and persistent effort in the sixth form (boy).

Winner: James Tenley Gibson

Honorable Mentions:
- Kwabena Ayim-Abagye
- Dieter Johann Eisien
- Brendan Christopher Murphy

David T. Layman, Jr., Prize for earnest and persistent effort in the sixth form (girl).

Winner: Jennifer Ashley Chandall

Honorable Mentions:
- Katherine Marie Overystrum
- Morgan Mercer Crackel
- Michelle Lopez

Flora Macdonald Bonney Prize to the girl who, without the honor of elected school office, has contributed most unselfishly to the welfare of the community.

Winner: Liy Seong Elmore

Honorable Mentions:
- Chihaezer C. Biosah
- Victoria Sun Li
- Simone Eva Wolen

Owen Morgan Prize to the sixth form boy who contributed most unselfishly of his time and efforts for the benefit of others.

Winners: Kwabena Ayim-Abagye

Honorable Mentions:
- Hakeme Olukunle Isu Angulu
- Adham Omar Meguid

Rashtleiber Award to the female student who, in achieving academic excellence, has shown a true love of learning.

Winners: Emilie Jacqueline Burton

Honorable Mentions:
- Danielle Morgan Lee
- Josie Riner Lee

The William Gardner and Mary Atwater Choate Award to the outstanding sixth form male scholar in the School.

Winners: Nazar Ahammad Chowdhury

Honorable Mentions:
- Chiho Lin
- Carl Heinrich Christian Keck

CLASS OF 1976 LEADERSHIP AWARD to that sixth form girl who has held elective office and has demonstrated strong leadership qualities in carrying out the full range of her responsibilities.

Winner: Cecilia Kei Atkins

CLASS OF 1980 PRIZE to that sixth form boy who has demonstrated strong leadership qualities at the School.

Winner: Dylan Mason Stafford

FIFTH FORM PRIZES

James Eliot Oakes Prize to a fifth former who shall have distinguished himself by the enthusiasm with which he has applied himself to his studies and his extracurricular interests.

Winner: Jonathan Bryce Wachtell

Honorable Mentions:
- Jabez Khanna
- Mark Weston Miller
- Benjamin Miller Wendel

Katherine Carlebach Prize to a fifth former who shall have distinguished herself by the enthusiasm with which she has applied herself to her studies and her extracurricular interests.

Winner: Jeraldine Elizabeth Estella Norman

Honorable Mentions:
- Lily Bohem James
- Anitra Tai Nazer
- Cecilia Yuyan Zhou

Mark Pitman Prize for general excellence in the fifth form (character, scholarship, influence, and honorable conduct).

Winner: Amir Alam Ihsan

Honorable Mentions:
- William Samuel Markowitz
- Max Daniel Nobel
- William Alexander Schulz

Caroline Ruiz-Rees Prize for general excellence in the fifth form (character, scholarship, influence and honorable conduct).

Winners: larissa Owusu

Honorable Mentions:
- Arielle Sabrina Landau
- Truued Lee

FOURTH FORM PRIZES

Marjorie Brampton Harvey Prize to a fourth former who shall have distinguished herself by the enthusiasm with which she has applied herself to her studies and her extracurricular interests.

Winners: Elisa Rose Farnam

Kaitlyn Woodin Lee

Peiyi Li

Honorable Mentions:
- Victoria Dorothy Song

Ray Brown Prize to a fourth former who shall have distinguished himself by the enthusiasm with which he has applied himself to his studies and his extracurricular interests.

Winners: Zev Joseph John Nicolai-Scaino

Scott Mullaney Romeyn

Honorable Mentions:
- Eben Shea Cook
- Matthew Henriquez Golden

Mary Elizabeth Lownes Prize for general excellence in the fourth form (character, scholarship, influence, and honorable conduct).

Winner: Xinyi Shen

Honorable Mentions:
- Katherine Sara Burgstahler
- Seung Hyan Choi
- Gracey Mariah Gibbs

Mark Pitman Prize for general excellence in the fourth form (character, scholarship, influence, and honorable conduct).

Winner: Richard Lopez

Honorable Mentions:
- Alan William Lee
- Zachary James Mothner
- Imad Hasan Rizvi

THIRD FORM PRIZES

Francis Burton Chappey Prize for good influence, industry, sound scholarship and honorable conduct in the third form (girl).

Winner: Pulina Alexandria Ermoshkina

Hannah Sage Hewdleston

Honorable Mentions:
- Sophie Lorraine Mars
- Zeynep Ozturk

Julie M. Case Prize for earnest and persistent effort in the third form (girl).

Winner: Abigail Rivas

Honorable Mentions:
- Josephine Jiung Hong
- Jeannine Malle
- Anouhelle Lynne Strong

Alfred A. Cook Prize for good influence, industry, sound scholarship and honorable conduct in the third form (boy).

Winner: Vincenz Petro DiNatale

Honorable Mentions:
- Senecia Joaquin Atienza Tierny
- Arjan Manav Katechia
- Robert May

David T. Layman, Jr., Prize for earnest and persistent effort in the third form (boy).

Winner: Sebastian Sterling Chacon

Honorable Mentions:
- Joseph Patrick Coyne
- Ian Wallace Mentr
- Maximilian S. Patel
ARTS DEPARTMENT

MARTIN BERNBAUM ART AWARD for excellence in drawing and painting.
WINNER: CAITLIN SHAY CHOCCHO

BURENIA PREZE: for excellence in a particular field of art.
WINNER: ANNA HOPKINZETTERBERG

ROBERT CARTER BYRAN PRIZE in dramatics.
WINNERS: MARIA VICTORIA SHEVCHENKO-MANNY
DREW ROSS SPINNER-MILLER
Honorable Mentions: Isabella Grace Kasaba
Edward Moore Kennedy III

KAPLAN PRIZE for special achievement in photographic art.
WINNER: REBECCA ELIZABETH BERNSTEIN
DAVINE ALEXANDRA HARRINGTON

JOHN CLAUSON MEMORIAL PRIZE for instrumental music.
WINNERS: FRANK LINDSEY CADWELL IV
YUHAN WANG
JIN MUYING YOON
Honorable Mentions: Carl Heinrich Christian Keck
Celina Margaret Lin
Alexander Marco Rupp-Coppi
Brian Beayan Tong
Rebecca Yuan Wang

HONEYED PRIZE for special achievement in dramatics.
WINNER: SARAH HARLEY KIRCHHOFF
Honorable Mention: Lilli M. Gibson

HILLS LAWRENCE PRIZE: for overall excellence in music.
WINNERS: SEOHYUN KIM
MATTHEW REDMOND OSTER
GABRIEL ALEXANDRE VALLE
Honorable Mentions: Evan Winslow Robinson
Ellie Sandberg
Yuxin Wang

FRANCES LE MOYNE PAGE PRIZE: for outstanding contribution to more than one field in the creative arts.
WINNER: EVAN WINSLOW ROBINSON
Honorable Mentions: Hannah Aliya Lemmons
Asha Marie Merz

VAN OSTRAND PERKINS HIGH HONORS: in English for a student's work.
WINNER: REBECCA ELIZABETH BERNSTEIN
Honorable Mention: So Jonge Lim

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL MUSIC DEPARTMENT PRIZE: for excellence for the best performance in music.
WINNERS: ASHA MARIE MEZ
EVAN WINSLOW ROBINSON
Honorable Mention: Tulashikriha Sai Kadiyala

THE DUNCAN PHYFE PRIZE: for excellence in dance.
WINNER: MORGAN ELLA MCDUGAL

BURGER PRIZE: for best poetry contributed to a Choate Rosemary Hall literary publication.
WINNER: SARA JACOBSEN FEINSTEIN
Honorable Mention: Zemua Iulalia Edmondson

BURGER PRIZE: for best prose contributed to a Choate Rosemary Hall literary publication.
WINNER: LILLI M. GIBSON
Honorable Mentions: Kristen Anne Altman
Michael William Waters

JOHN DOS PASSOS AWARD for creative writing.
WINNER: ANNA MAGDALENA SACCOCO D'ALVIA
Honorable Mention: Eulal Jacqueline Burton

THOMAS B. CURTIS '81 MEMORIAL PRIZE: for excellence in the study of English and excellence in learning.
WINNER: LILLI M. GIBSON
Honorable Mentions: Eliezer Fay Kirby
Asha Marie Merz

FAYETTE MCKOWN AWARD for excellence in English.
WINNERS: GEORGE BRENNICH V
EULAL JACQUELINE BURTON
Honorable Mentions: Nazar Ahammad Chowdhary
Alexander Marco Rupp-Coppi
Liam Harrison Sherif

DOUGLAS C. NORTH '38 AWARD for excellence in the study of economics.
WINNERS: CELINA MARGARET LIN
ALBREY YU ZHANG
Honorable Mentions: Ryan Nikhil Dant
Jade Goldstein

CHESTER BOWLES AWARD for excellence in the study of world history.
WINNERS: HYI RIK CHANG
NIYA RENEE HARTINGS
Honorable Mentions: Imad Hasan Rinvi

P. GORDON STILLMAN AWARD: for excellence in the study of history, philosophy, and social sciences.
WINNER: ARIUN MANAY KATECHI
Honorable Mentions: Sophie Lorraine Marx
Giorgiana McComb
Shraya Hebbbar Brett

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL PRIZE: for excellence in the study of philosophy.
WINNER: LILYK RANSMON BAZEMORE
Honorable Mentions: Casey May Davis
Caroline Phelan Hunt

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL PRIZE: for excellence in the study of psychology.
WINNER: OLIVIA ANN MATTHEW-THERIAULT
Honorable Mentions: Tulashikriha Sai Kadiyala

HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT

SENIOR MCCULLUM LEWIS AWARD: for excellence in the study of American history.
WINNERS: HARLEEM OKLANCINE ILA ANAGULU
THRUellan Lee
Honorable Mentions: Antigone Ngakouikanis
Zoe Ella Reid

UNITED NATIONS PRIZE: for excellence in the study of the third year level.
WINNER: LILLI M. GIBSON
Honorable Mentions: Alexandra Sigrid Brunjes
Alexa Nicole Pinto

HONORABLE MENTIONS: in English for excellence in the study of English.
WINNERS: KAE CHIN LIU
EMILY QUINN COHEN
AUGUSTUS ALEXANDER BURTON

HONORABLE MENTIONS: in English for the study of English.
WINNERS: JAYLA MELODY GEISLER
SARAH HENSEL

HONORABLE MENTIONS: in English for the study of philosophy.
WINNERS: JAYLA MELODY GEISLER
SARAH HENSEL

HONORABLE MENTIONS: in English for the study of psychology.
WINNERS: JAYLA MELODY GEISLER
SARAH HENSEL

HONORABLE MENTIONS: in English for the study of the third year level.
WINNERS: JAYLA MELODY GEISLER
SARAH HENSEL

ZACHARY GOODYEAR PRIZE: for excellence in the study of political science.
WINNER: DYLAN MAISON STAFFORD
Honorable Mentions: Christopher Brian Moeckel
Benjamin Andrew Winnie-Edwards

CLARENCE HALE PRIZE: for excellence in the study of history, philosophy, religion, and social sciences.
WINNER: ETHAN HAYES DELLA ROCCA
Honorable Mentions: Eulal Jacqueline Burton
Christopher Brian Moeckel

BENJAMIN F. SULLIVAN, JR. PRIZE: for excellence in the study of history.
WINNERS: EULAL JACQUELINE BURTON
JOSEPH MICHAEL SULLIVAN
Honorable Mentions: Ethan Verrill
Benjamin Andrew Winnie-Edwards

LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT

HERBERT ARNOLD PRIZE: for excellence in Classics.
WINNER: ETHAN HAYES DELLA ROCCA
Honorable Mentions: Carl Heinrich Christian Keck

PERE MUNOZ PRIZE: for dedication and enthusiasm in the study of Latin.
WINNER: ALEXIS IAMAI BARNETT WALKER
Honorable Mention: Woohik Lee

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL AWARD: for excellence in French.
WINNER: DASCIA MORGAN LEE
Honorable Mentions: Keishah Esther Clarke
Ellie Sandberg

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL AWARD: for excellence in the study of French language and literature.
WINNER: LILLI M. GIBSON
Honorable Mentions: Alexandra Sigrid Brunjes
Alexa Nicole Pinto

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL AWARD: for excellence in Spanish.
WINNERS: NATHAN ALEXANDER CHANG
DARBY LEE SARKAS

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL AWARD: for enthusiasm and dedication in the study of Spanish.
WINNER: SARA JACOBSEN FEINSTEIN

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL AWARD: for excellence in Chinese.
WINNER: HANNAI ALIVA LEMMONS
Honorable Mentions: Aiden Elizam Reiter

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL AWARD: for excellence in the study of Chinese language and culture.
WINNER: SABINA KALANI WONG
Honorable Mentions: James Trent Gibson
Brian Beayan Tong

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL AWARD: for excellence in the study of Arabic.
WINNER: SAYYIDATINA REDHDA NAJAFIYAH
Honorable Mentions: Solami Surail Jaiswal
Daniel John Stempel

CHOATE ROYALSMY HALL AWARD: for excellence in the study of Arabic.
Physical Education & Athletics Department

CAROLINE RUYTER-REX Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the sixth form.

WINNER: AMANDA ROSE REISS
Honorable Mentions:
Amaya Mohamed El Mardab
Aakensha Lacier Mensah

SEYMOUR ST. JOHN Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the sixth form.

WINNER: ABDU BAKARI DARAMY
Honorable Mentions:
James Trent Gibson

EUGENIA BAKER JESSUP Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fifth form.

WINNER: KRISTINA SCHULER
Honorable Mentions:
Eliana Patricia Cobb
Claire Cooper Marshall

WILLIAM A. PULVIREN, JR. Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fifth form.

WINNERS:
JACK BAILEY HUTCHINSON
JAKE ANTHONY MACKENZIE

HUNTER C. MACAULAY Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fourth form.

WINNER: ALEXIS MARY TAKASHIMA
Honorable Mentions:
Emily Nicolette Cline
Riley Maureen Marchin

EDITH WALLIS Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the third form.

WINNER: KATLYN LAURENS O'DONOHUE
Honorable Mentions:
Elizabeth Louise D'Ilfley
Tracey Joel Stafford

THE BEN SYLVESTER Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the third form.

WINNER: SEAN MARTIN HERMANN DENNY
Honorable Mentions:
Hunter Thomas Burns

CHARLES WICKLOFF KENNELLY MEMORIAL Award to the student whose generous nature and good will represent the highest ideals of fair play and who, through uncommon sportsmanship, has positively influenced others and brought great credit to family and school.

WINNER: TYLER MATTHEW BURNS

Science Department

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for outstanding accomplishment and genuine interest in physics.

WINNERS:
WATCHARA OULISINPRAESERT
ALEXANDER CASPAN PATIL

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award to the fifth former who has demonstrated great promise in science through his or her superlative achievement.

WINNER: TRUELIAN LEE
Honorable Mentions:
Grace Shin Kortum
Max Daniel Nobell

Department Prizes

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for enthusiasm in the study of Arabic.

WINNERS:
RYAN JOSEPH MUSTO
Eleanor Ryan Severance
Dominique Cornelius Williams

JOSE HOPPENBROUwers AWARD to that student who, through assiduous study of more than one foreign language, has demonstrated a deep interest in and respect for other cultures.

WINNERS:
KEZIEM ESTHER CLARKE
Eleanor Ryan Severance

MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE Department

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for excellence in Geometry.

WINNER: AUDREY CLARK POWELL

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for excellence in Algebra.

WINNER: ANAN ARAMITHUNGAJON
Honorable Mentions:
Ian Joseph Hamford
Ananya Karanam

DAVID Z. BECCER ’76 AND FAMILY MATHEMATICS Prize for excellence in Trigonometry and Precalculus.

WINNERS:
JONATHAN QUINN BERNMAN
IMAD HASSAN RIZVI

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for excellence in advanced study of Mathematics.

WINNER: JACOB J. KLEIGAR
Honorable Mentions:
Kanon Kihara
Alex William Luo
Max Daniel Nobell
Watchara Ouisiprasert

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for excellence in Calculus.

WINNERS:
KATHY J. LEE
VERONICA JIO SONG

Honorable Mentions:
Nathan Alexander Chang
Seung Hyun Choi
Alexander Caspian Patel
Virginia McClain Stanley
Khanh Kim Vu
Dominique Cornelius Williams

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for excellence in Statistics.

WINNER: STEPHANIE JULIE CHAN

Honorable Mentions:
Chia Im
Saloni Sunil Jaiswal
Ted Kim
Truelian Lee

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for excellence in advanced computer science.

WINNER: JIANMING XU

Honorable Mentions:
Patrick Reinhard Ludwik Kage
Ryan Douglas Kais
George Bernard Wildridge IV

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for overall excellence in science to a sixth former.

WINNER: NAZAR AHMAD CHOWDHURY
Honorable Mentions:
Stephanie Julie Chan
Chiao Im

CHOSTE ROSEMARY HALL Award for outstanding dedication to science in recognition of a sixth form student who has given his or her best efforts to the study of science.

WINNERS:
STEPHANIE JULIE CHAN
NATHANIEL EDE KERMAN
JOSE RIERA LEE

PAUL JULIFF Prize given to that member of the senior class who has made outstanding contributions to both the arts and sciences. The talents, warmth and sincerity of Mr. Juliff are clearly reflected in the contributions of the recipient.

WINNERS:
MATTHEW REDMOND OSTER
Elli Sandberg

JAMES A. SPENCER Award given to each, a fifth form boy and girl, whose outstanding performance has demonstrated enthusiasm for science and love of learning.

WINNERS:
MAX DANIEL NOBEL
CLARE ELIZABETH STOVER

NRAABAMAD CHOWDFURY Award given to each, a fifth form boy and girl, whose outstanding performance has demonstrated enthusiasm for science and love of learning.

WINNERS:
MAX DANIEL NOBEL
CLARE ELIZABETH STOVER

CARROLL B. WOO Award given to the student whose outstanding performance has clearly reflected in the contributions of the recipient.

WINNERS:
AUSIAMAH AHMADU

EUGENIA BAKER JESSUP Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fifth form.

WINNER: ALEXIS MARY TAKASHIMA

Honorable Mentions:
Emily Nicolette Cline
Riley Maureen Marchin

WILLIAM A. PULVIREN, JR. Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fifth form.

WINNERS:
JACK BAILEY HUTCHINSON
JAKE ANTHONY MACKENZIE

HUNTER C. MACAULAY Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the fourth form.

WINNER: ALEXIS MARY TAKASHIMA

Honorable Mentions:
Emily Nicolette Cline
Riley Maureen Marchin

EDITH WALLIS Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the third form.

WINNER: KATLYN LAURENS O’DONOHUE

Honorable Mentions:
Elizabeth Louise D’Ilfley
Tracey Joel Stafford

THE BEN SYLVESTER Award for the greatest contribution to athletics in the third form.

WINNER: SEAN MARTIN HERMANN DENNY

Honorable Mentions:
Hunter Thomas Burns

CHARLES WICKLOFF KENNELLY MEMORIAL Award to the student whose generous nature and good will represent the highest ideals of fair play and who, through uncommon sportsmanship, has positively influenced others and brought great credit to family and school.

WINNER: TYLER MATTHEW BURNS

SPECIAL AWARDS

AURELIUS HONORARY SOCIETY Award to a sixth former for leadership, scholarship, and character.

WINNER: OLUWATOMI FEYESHAYO LAWAL

JOHN MERRILL DONELLY Prize for significant and creative contribution to journalism and student publications.

WINNER: EDUARD BERG MEBOZ-SUNÉ

THE SALLY GREEN HART and LARRY HART Citations to those students who have given the School an unusual flavor, performed services in unique undertakings, and have won the affection as well as the respect of their peers.

WINNERS:
ZEMIA IDALIA EDMONDSON
CHRISTOPHER BRAD MOSKELL
GRACE SABIR TULLY
BRIAN BEYUAN TUNG

126th Commencement
Class of 2016 Cum Laude

American University
Amherst College
Babson College
Bard College
Barnard College
Bates College
Beloit College
Bentley University
Boston College
Boston University
Bowdoin College
Brown University
Bucknell University
California Institute of Technology
Carleton College
Carlow University
College of the Holy Cross
Colorado College
Colby College
Colgate University
Connecticut College
Cornell University
Columbia University
Columbia College
Columbia University
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
Dartmouth College
Dickinson College
Duke University
Elon University
Emory University
Fordham University
Georgetown University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Hamilton College
Harvard University
James Madison University
Johns Hopkins University
Kenyon College
King’s College London
Lafayette College
Lehigh University
Marist College
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Middlebury College
Muhlenberg College
New York University
Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Oberlin College
Occidental College
Pitzer College
Pomona College
Princeton University
Reed College
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Rhode Island School of Design
Sarah Lawrence College
Scranton College
Skidmore College
Southern Methodist University
St. Lawrence University
Stanford University
Stony Brook University
Swarthmore College
Syracuse University
The American University of Paris
The George Washington University
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
The University of Texas, San Antonio
Trinity College
Tufts University
Tulane University
Union College
University of Chicago
University of Connecticut
University of Edinburgh
University of Miami
University of Michigan
University of Notre Dame
University of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania
University of Southern California
University of St. Andrews
University of Sydney
University of Toronto
University of Vermont
University of Washington
University of Waterloo
Vanderbilt University
Waseda University
Washington and Lee University
Washington University in St. Louis
Wesleyan University
Williams College
Yale University

* Matriculations reflect decision information as of May 23, 2016.